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When I was a child I remember
watching a cartoon that had a
character yelling and then a countdown
before a brick/rock would be removed
and something big would fall to the
ground. I would watch that cartoon
over and over and be amazed at how
smooth it was and how seamless it all
looked. Well, I wanted a raffle game
like that. Now that I have created and
released it, anyone can use it and
create their own game. What Is Raffle
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Blast? Raffle Blast allows you to create
your own fun, stand up raffles with
custom background, sounds and
textures. Does It Do Anything Else? It
can be used for anything that requires
a raffle or drawing. It can even be used
to simply draw a person's name in and
get their phone number in game. That's
more fun. The possibilities are endless.
How Do I Use It? All you have to do is
add some text and a simple game to it.
You can create your own theme or
simply use a pre-existing one.
Download Raffle Blast from
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www.cloud4games.com to get started.
For more information on how to use
Raffle Blast, view the User's Guide and
Technical Information found on the
download page. Buy this game for
$19.99 and you have access to an
Android App which does the same thing
as the official Mac or Windows Version,
that's right.. The Raffle Blast for
Android App is included and comes
with a pre-made theme with selected
sounds and buttons and graphics.
When you purchase this version you
also get 30 days of free updates to the
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app and the game's built in level editor.
How Do I Download Raffle Blast?
Download Raffle Blast today from
www.cloud4games.com or one of our
distributors. We also have a download
widget which allows anyone to have
access to Raffle Blast right from their
Android desktop. For more information
about the download widget please view
the video below. If you have any
questions about the app please visit
the customer forum. Thanks for
downloading Raffle Blast. If you are
having problems please contact
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Cloud4Games Support.
Cloud4Games.com Key Features:
•Look, feel,

Features Key:
Unique Mutant character characters with their unique abilities.
Unique Football play field with badges, professional playing field with personalized items.
Different game modes: Casual, Full Skill, Ranked-Player Matches.
Unique crystal-filled Football fields
Multiple player control options: Mouse, Keyboard and Gamepad
More than 200 different powerups available for every player.
30+ different types of Footballs, each with its own play style, customization options and special
abilities.
15+ different types of Mutant players with unique abilities and characteristics.

GameStick Play
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Arcade
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Android
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Fremium
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Adventure
Boss
Food
Slider
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis
Builder
Poku
Health
Health
Poku
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Cooking
Leader
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Hunt
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Builder
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Breakout
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Space Shooter
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Shooter
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Sprint
Sprint
Runner
Runner
Runner
Elephant
Vulcan
Rock Paper Scissors
Boss
Hunter
Bob
Bench
Focus
Agriculture
Agriculture
Archer
Archer
Astrakhan
Dagger
Witchery
Dagger
Warrior
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